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This New York Times Bestselling series continues with Jo, April, Mal, Molly, and Ripley as they take

on everything that goes bump in the night. From scary stories to magical portals that lead to a land

untouched by time, it&#39;s definitely not your average summer.Â Written by awesome all-star

Noelle Stevenson (Nimona, ADVENTURE TIMEâ„¢) and brilliant newcomer Grace Ellis, and

illustrated by the tremendously talented Brooke Allen (A Home for Mr. Easter).
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+ famous female author names instead of swearwords+ river monster+ smol nerds+ fantastical art

style+ probably all queer- could've been six hundred pages longer and it wouldn't have been long

enough

Wonderful series with a diverse and likable cast of characters. Lumberjanes is a breath of fresh air

for comics and hardcore lady-types everywhere, and make no mistake.But personally? My favorite

part was the "LGBT propaganda." ;)

Ignore the 1-star reviews. They're from people who received the wrong book on kindle and

apparently don't know how to find 's customer service center.The series continues to be great, the

plot keeps moving, the characters continue to be awesome. Seriously, if you liked the first two

books you'll like this one.



I couldnâ€™t wait to dive into this one after reading the other two. What I was immediately put off by

was the new art style. I wasnâ€™t thrilled about it because I loved the past artwork, but I pushed

forward and I'm happy I did! It ended up being pretty awesome. Looking back I guess I just

wasnâ€™t sure what to think about it and was holding onto the first two. So friends, keep an open

mind... I REALLY loved this one. I felt like the story was more thought out and allowed me to get

more invested.I also got to know more about each of the girl and their personalities which allowed

me to connect with them all individually. I LOVED how aggressive and goal orientated April was. It

reminded me of myself haha But the part about decorating cakes killed me especially because of

Ripley. It was adventurous and humorous and I hope this series continues in this direction!!

I liked the story in this one and that it continued throughout the entire volume while still building on

what was previously established. I think this might be the strongest volume story wise actually. but I

wasn't a fan of the art changes. I liked how the art looked before and while the panels in the "ghost

stories" were interesting, I felt like the rest of that issue was weirdly done with art which took me out

of the story. Still, I freaking love this series. If you haven't read this series, you should try it out. It's

all about friendship, badass ladies, and learning who you are. Also, there is lady love in this one.

Which is exciting!

Noelle Stevenson deftly continues her summer camp saga Lumberjanes, but this third volume

doesn't feel as action-packed as Beware the Kitten Holy or Friendship to the Max - perhaps

because our fearless five-some is split up for three of the four issues and, when they are together,

we just get to read their attempts at scary ghost stories. Plus, the lack of Brooke Allen's illustrations

is noticeable enough to affect the story. Ultimately, A Terrible Plan just feels like a terrible

Lumberjanes installment.

This is my new favorite in the series! I also appreciated its refreshing portrayal of a transgender

character. Highly recommended.

So much character development! Always leaves me wanting more. LOVE this series, and this has

been my favorite volume so far!!
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